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In this paper we show that part of the structure of an artinian

ring is determined when it has a solvable, simple, nilpotent, super-

solvable, torsion, or finitely generated quasi-regular group. For the

case of a simple quasi-regular group, the rings are completely de-

scribed. We also give an application of our results to finite dimen-

sional group algebras.

Our proofs depend, in part, on properties of matrix algebras over

division rings and the following two known lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let R be an associative ring and let n be a fixed natural

number such that

(i) R = Mx®M2® ■ ■ ■ @Mn (ideal direct sum), then

(ii) °R=°Mx®°M2® ■ ■ ■ ®°Mn (group direct product). Further-

more,

(iii) \°R\ =11? \°Mi\, and hence |°P| <=o if and only if \°M,\
< oo for each i.

Lemma 2 (Satz 4 of [8]). Every artinian ring is the direct sum of its

torsion ideal and a torsionfree ideal whose additive group is divisible.

Throughout the paper °R denotes the quasi-regular group of the

ring, where the operation is taken to be a o b =a+b+ab, while J will

be the Jacobson radical of R, and | M\ is the number of elements in

the set M. If R has a unity, then *R will denote its group of units, in

which case we also have °R~*R.

1. Solvable or simple groups. We begin this section, in which we

consider rings whose quasi-regular groups are solvable, nilpotent, or

simple, with the following observation:

Proposition 1. For any ring R, the group °R is solvable if and only

if the groups °R/J and °J are solvable.

This follows directly from a known theorem for solvable groups and

that the ring epimorphism R-^R/J induces a group epimorphism

°R-^°R/J.
Applying this observation to artinian rings gives us
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Theorem 1. For an artinian ring R, the group °R is solvable if and

only if the direct summands of R/J are fields or isomorphic to the ring of

2X2 matrices over GF(2).

Proof. The Wedderburn-Artin structure theorem says

R/J = Mi © M2 © • • • 0 Mn

for suitable matrix algebras Mi. By Proposition 1, °R/J is a solvable

group. Hence the underlying division rings A,- must have solvable

groups °Aj~*A,-. But Hua shows in [5] that the only division rings

with solvable multiplicative groups are fields. Furthermore, the ring

of 2X2 matrices over GF(2) is the only matrix ring with a solvable

linear group (see Chapter 4 of [l]). Hence either Mi is a field or the

specified matrix ring, proving the "only if" part.

For the "if" part, observe that for any nilpotent ring /, the normal

series
°J>°J2> ■ ■ ■ > °Jk = (0),

which is the same as the ideal chain

JDJ2D ■ ■ -DJ" = (0),

has abelian factor groups. Thus °J is a solvable group. From the

structure of R/J we know, by Lemma 1, that °R/J is solvable. Ap-

plying Proposition 1 completes the proof.

Since the quasi-regular group of the ring of 2X2 matrices over

GF(2) is not nilpotent (it is isomorphic to the permutation group on

3 letters), we have the following corollary to Theorem 1.

Corollary 1. For a semisimple artinian ring, °R is nilpotent if and

only if R is a direct sum of finitely many fields.

When °R is simple, the theorem yields another corollary which

completely characterizes R.

Corollary 2. When the quasi-regular group of an artinian ring R is

simple, then R is finite and has one of the following structures:

(a) GF(2)®GF(2)® ■ ■ ■ ®GF(2);
(b) GF(3);
(c) GF(2m), m such that 2m — 1 is prime;

(d) {0,u,2u, • • -, (p — l)u\u2 = 0= pu}, where pis any prime.

Proof. Clearly R = JorJ=(0), since J = °J is a normal subgroup

of °R. If 7= (0), the choice of fields is obvious. If R = J, then J2 = (0),

since J2 = °J2 is a normal subgroup of °J. Hence °J is elementary

abelian and the result follows.
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2. Finitely generated groups. In this section we variously assume

that the group °R is finitely generated, super-solvable, torsion, or a

combination of these, and pose 3 open problems.

We begin with a "negative" result.

Proposition 2. If R is a torsion-free artinian ring, then °R cannot

be a finitely generated group.

Proof. Suppose °P is a finitely generated group, then so is °R/J.

Assume Ry^J. The Wedderburn-Artin structure theorem leads to an

equation of type (i) of Lemma 1 for R/J with each Mj having a

finitely generated group °Mj. Fix j and let A be the underlying divi-

sion ring. Using Dieudonne's determinant map [3], we induce an

epimorphism of "My onto the multiplicative group of the center P of

A. Thus *P is a finitely generated group, and hence P must be a finite

field. Therefore R/J has finite characteristic, i.e. has torsion, which

is impossible by Lemma 2. However, if R = J we have another contra-

diction, for Hopkins has shown in [4] that nilpotent artinian rings

are torsion rings. Hence the proposition follows.

A different condition on °R which implies P is a torsion ring is

given in

Proposition 3. If the quasi-regular group of an artinian ring is a

torsion group, the ring is a torsion ring.

Proof. Denote the torsion-free component of P in Lemma 2 by

Rp. Suppose that b^OEJF, the radical of Rf. Since °Jf is also a

torsion group, there exists an integer m such that mbEJ?- Induc-

tively we find an integer k such that kbEJf = (0), contradicting that

Rf was torsion-free. Hence Rf is semisimple.

To see that Rp = (0), let A be any division ring belonging to Rp

7^(0). Then °A is a torsion group and so is the center of *A. If the

characteristic of A is 0, then its center contains a copy of the rational

numbers whose multiplicative group is obviously not a torsion group.

Hence A has finite characteristic—-another contradiction. Thus

Rf = (0) and R is a torsion ring.

Remark. The condition of R being artinian cannot be dropped in

these two propositions as is readily seen by looking at the integers

whose quasi-regular group has only 2 elements.

For the main theorem of this section we also need

Lemma 3. Let R be an artinian ring with finite characteristic. If

1<|P//| < oo, then \j\ <cc.

Proof. Since the characteristic of R is finite, no element of the
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additive group of R has infinite height. Hence, by Kaplansky's ver-

sion of a theorem of Hopkins [7, Theorem 34, p. 52], R is also a

Noetherian ring. Therefore each one-sided ideal K of A is a finitely

generated R/A-module, where A is the annihilator of K in R. Thus,

if /2=(0), / is a finitely generated A/J-module and hence finite.

Using induction, we assume that R/(Jr~l) =B is finite, where r>2 is

the index of nilpotence of /. Then / is a finitely generated J3-module,

and hence finite as a A-module, proving the lemma.

Theorem 2. Let R be an artinian ring such that °R is a finitely

generated group and °R/J is a torsion group. Then R must be a finite

ring.

Proof. By Proposition 2, A is a torsion ring. Let {ux, u2, - - • , ut}

be the generators of °A and let {mi, m2, ■ • ■ , mt} be the correspond-

ing additive orders of the m,-. Since every element of / is a polynomial

in the «/s, it must have additive order dividing YLi m>= m- Hence

/ has characteristic k\m. If R/J=(0), we are done. For the total

degree of these polynomials in the w,'s is bounded by the index of

nilpotence, and the coefficients are integers modulo k.

If R/J5*0, then R/J has finite characteristic q, since R/J is a

torsion ring by Proposition 3 and also has a unity. Hence R has

characteristic qk.

Since °R/J is a torsion group, every division ring A belonging to

R/J is a field by the commutativity theorem for division rings [6,

Theorem 2, p. 183]. With the aid of the determinant map, we now

see that each field A has a finitely generated group *A~°A, by follow-

ing the epimorphs

°R -> °R/J -> °A.

But only finite fields have finitely generated multiplicative groups.

So R/J is finite and Lemma 3 completes the proof.

Recalling that a super-solvable group is a finitely generated solv-

able group, we have the following corollary to the theorem after

applying Theorem 1 to R/J.

Corollary 1. If R is an artinian ring with a super-solvable quasi-

regular group, then R is finite.

We also have

Corollary 2. Let R be an artinian ring. Suppose that °R is a finitely

generated nilpotent group. Then °R'^l°J®A, where A is a subgroup of

the center of°R. Conversely, if°Rc^°J®A, then °R is nilpotent.
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Proof. If °R is finitely generated and nilpotent, R/J is finite by

Corollary 1 to Theorem 1. Hence R is finite by Theorem 2. Write

R = Rx®R2® • • • ©P„, where |P,| =peii with the pt ranging over

the distinct prime divisions of | P|. Since °R is now a finite nilpotent

group, it is the direct product of its Sylow subgroups. Note that

Ri/Ji is a direct sum of finite fields of characteristic pi by Corollary 1

to Theorem 1. So the p<-Sylow subgroup of °P< is precisely °Jit while

the p,-complement A, of °P,- is necessarily abelian and thus in the

center of °P,-. Hence °Pi^°P<S>^<. From

°R = °Rx ® • • • <g> °Rn    and   J = Jx® ■ • ■ ®Jn

it follows by Lemma 1 that °R~°J®A, where .4~<4i<g> • • • ®An

is in the center of °R.

Conversely, suppose that °R~°J®A, where A is in the center of

°P. Denote the lower central series of °R by yn so that 7i = °P and

7«+i= [Y«. °R] for »£1. Since °R/J is abelian, y2= [°R, °R]E°J-

Now every uE°R has the form u = b o a with bEJ and aEA. Thus

for any vEJ and uE°R we have

[v,u] = v' ou' ovou = v' o b' o v o b,

where primes denote inverses in °P. But the element on the right side

of this equation belongs to °J2. Hence we have 73E°J2- Inductively,

it follows that

7« C "J"'1   for all n > 1.

Since °J is nilpotent, we have 7* = (0) for some integer £2:2. Hence

°R is nilpotent, completing the proof of the corollary.

Remark. In connection with Theorem 2 and its corollaries we have

three open questions, the second being a special case of the first:

1. If we drop the condition "°P//isa torsion group" in Theorem 2,

do we still get | P| < =° ?

2. Let A be a division ring with a finitely generated group °A~*A.

Is A necessarily a finite field?

3. If, in Corollary 2, we only assume that °P is nilpotent, do we

still obtain °P~0/® A, where A is in the center of °P?

3. Application. We now apply the results of the provious sections

to group algebras extending a theorem of Bateman and Coleman [2]

as well as providing a correct proof for their theorem.

Theorem 3. Let G be a finite group and let F be afield. LetF=F(G, F)

be the group algebra of G over F.

(1) IfFis semisimple, then °F is nilpotent if and only if G is abelian.

(2) If the characteristic p^O of F divides the order of G, then °F is
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nilpotent if and only if G is nilpotent and every q-Sylow subgroup of G

is abelian for q^p.

The proof of part (1) follows directly from Corollary 1 of Theorem

1, since T is an artinian ring.

The proof of part (2). Suppose that °r is nilpotent. Since G is finite,

we have, by Corollary 2 of Theorem 2, that °r~°J®A. Since G is

isomorphic to a subgroup of °r, it is nilpotent and every g-Sylow

subgroup of G is in the center of T, and hence in the center of G for

q*p.
Conversely, suppose that G is nilpotent. Then G = P®A, where P

is the ^-Sylow subgroup of G and A is the abelian ^-complement of

G. Since T(A, F) is semisimple, we have by part (1)

T(^,P) = Fi®Ft® ■ ■ ■ ®Fn,

where each A,-is a finite extension field of F. Now T(G, F)~T(A, F)

® fT(P, F), and since tensor products distribute over direct sums, we

need only consider Fi<g>FT(P, F) for a fixed i. Set r,= r(P, F()

~P< <g> F T(P, F). Note that each uE°Ti has the form u =a+b, where

aE Fi and bE°Ji- Hence °r, is nilpotent by Corollary 2 of Theorem 2,

since °P< is in the center of °r,- and T,^0/;®0/7,-. The rest follows

from the fact that

°r~°r, ®°r2® ■ - ■ ®°rn,

completing the proof of the theorem.

I want to thank the referee and Professor Kaplansky for their

helpful suggestions and corrections which greatly improved this

paper.
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